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UCAAS IP OFFICE

Simplify communications
and collaboration to achieve
greater productivity
UCaaS IP Office™, powered by Avaya, features cloud-based tools that enable users to create
value and deliver meaningful results by delighting customers and engaging colleagues.

Unified Communications

UCaaS IP Office
Outdated, on-premises
communications systems
cannot provide the flexibility
your business needs to
grow. Upgrade to UCaaS IP
Office, powered by Avaya, for
affordable, powerful and scalable
business communications
that enable you to stay ahead
of your competition.

Flexibility

Mobility

Scalability

Unified communications
Single platform for voice, video,
messaging and conferencing keeps
employees productive, streamlines
support and reduces monthly costs.

Provide a better CX
Integrated voice, web chat, email,
fax and reporting capabilities enable
contact centers of any size to deliver
a positive customer experience.

Complete mobility
Intuitive tools help employees stay
connected, engaged and productive
whether in the office or working remotely.

Reliable and secure
A hardened architecture has helped
more than 635,000 businesses reduce
security threats, toll fraud and down time.

Out-of-the-box integrations
Embed communications in
other applications: Salesforce,
Google, Microsoft Office 365
and Skype for Business.

Scalability
UCaaS IP Office easily grows to
meet demand, supporting up to
3,000 users working in as many
as 150 networked sites.

How does UCaaS IP Office benefit your business?

Operational vs. capital expense

Flexibility

Eliminate large upfront costs

Scale up or down, based on seasonality
or organizational changes

Pay month-by-month
Forecast accurately with predictable pricing

Investment protection
Leverage Loyalty2Gether promotion for a limited time to
upgrade legacy handsets for less
Upgrade your entire environment to IP devices cost-effectively

Realize savings from unused licenses

Streamlined management
Avoid potential performance issues with proactive bandwidth
and port utilization monitoring
View all users on either a single site or across 150 locations via an
intuitive interface

Gain a resilient and reliable system in a completely operational
expense model
Security
Protect your business with built-in, always-on security
Keep your system current with the latest security patches

About Windstream Enterprise
Windstream Enterprise collaborates with businesses across the U.S. to drive digital transformation
by delivering solutions that solve today’s most complex networking and communication challenges.
To learn more about UCaaS, visit windstreamenterprise.com
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